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INTRODUCTIO N

Laminograph y is used to separate overlying structures by focusing on
various planes or surfaces in the object. This has typically been
performed using film as the imaging medium. In medical laminograph y,
also referred to as conventiona l tomography, the x-ray source and film
are in motion during the exposure, pivoting about a plane in the object.
Details within that plane are in focus in the final film exposure; in
contrast, details in planes above and below the pivot plane are blurred.
However, this technique requires a new exposure for each plane to be
examined, and complicated mechanical arrangemen ts are employed to pivot
the x-ray source and film cassette correctly. Digital laminograph y, on
the other hand, uses multiple digital projection images taken statically
through the object tilted at discrete angles. These images are then
backproject ed and combined to focus on a particular depth. The advantage
of digital laminograph y is that the same data can be used to reconstruct
many different planes. Thus one can scroll through different depths in
the object to determine the variation of structure with depth. In
addition, the object manipulatio n is much simpler than the
source/dete ctor pivoting required in conventiona l laminograph y.
In this paper, we report the application of digital laminograph y
reconstruct ion methods to 'real-time radiographi c (RTR) images. Multiple
digital images were acquired with the part at several orientation s.
Several acquisition and reconstruct ion methods have been investigate d and
their effects on the depth resolution and signal-to-n oise ratio (SNR) of
the reconstruct ed images will be discussed.
Dli.TA

.1\CQUISI'l'ION

The RTR projection images were acquired using a low-light level
isocon camera viewing an x-ray to light conversion screen. The video
signal from the isocon camera was digitized by a Recognition Concepts,
Inc. Trapix 55/128 image processor. To improve the SNR of the projection
images, the real-time video was digitized and integrated for 256 frames
(8.5 sec). The most significant 8 bits of the integrated image were
stored.
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Figure 1 illustrates the geometry used in data acquisition.
The object
was placed on a computer controlled rotational manipulator.
The threedimensional object was radiographically projected on to the twodimensional image plane.
The unprimed coordinates (x,y,z) represent
positions with respect to the object frame of reference and primed
coordinates (x',y',z') represent positions with respect to the lab frame
of reference (unrotated axes). The projection from lab coordinates to
image coordinates (u,v) is
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where D is the source to screen distance and d is the source to object
(center of rotation) distance.
The mapping from body coordinates to lab coordinates is obtained by
using the appropriate rotation and displacement matrices ~ and Q which
are dependent on the number and order of rotations and displacements and
thus must be calculated for each particular manipulator configuration.
The data presented is this paper were all acquired with a single
rotation,
about the y axis with no displacement. By no displacement,
we mean that the vector from the x-ray focal spot through the center of
axis of rotation is perpendicular to the image plane and intersects the
origin of the image coordinate system.
In addition, the direction
cosines of the u axis and x axis are parallel as are those of the v and y
axes. The matrix M is then a simple rotation matrix whileD is the null
matrix. For any given
the mapping from (x,y,z) to (u,v) is
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The camera tube position within the yoke was carefully adjusted so
the pixel coordinate axes (iu,iv) correspond to the (u,v) axes.
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Fig. 1.
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Geometry used in data acquisition of projection images.

INAGE RECONSTRUCTION

For a given value of z, or depth, in the object, Eq. (2) can be
inverted, i.e., the images can be backprojected to the selected plane, z.
The basic reconstruction idea used in laminography is that if a feature
in the image is actually at that depth, then the calculated (x,y)
coordinates will be the same for all object orientations. However, if a
feature in the image is at a different depth, then t he (x,y) locat ion for
that feature will be different depending on the object orientation . If
the backprojected images are averaged, then features actually at the
depth z will be seen at the correct location with full intensity while
features at a different depth will be spatially blurred and with lower
intensity.
The backpr o jection may be made to any surface z = f(x,y). However,
thi s increase s the complexity of the reconstruction and thus slows down
the calculation. For this paper, all reconstructions were performed for
a plane of constant z.
The projection images used for reconstruction are stored in the
image processor memory for faster reconstruction times . Since there are
16 memory planes of 512 x 512 pixels x 8 bits, and one memory is required
for the re c onstruc ted image, we imposed a practical limit of 15
p r oj ection image s for laminographic reconstruction. As will be shown in
the EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS section, good reconstructions can be obtained
with as few as 8 images .
The backprojection for a particular depth z was calculated by
stepping through the 512 x 512 output image pixel coordinates (ix,iy),
cal culating the c o rresponding (x,y) arid then (u,v) coordinat es,
converting these t o pixel locations in the proj e ction image and
inse rting the pixel intens i ty of the projection ima ge into the
backprojected image. The (x,y) coordinates were calcul ated from the
(ix,iy) coordinates using the same magnification and aspect ratio as the
projection images. These scale factors can be adjusted to utilize a
different fraction of the 512 x 512 pixels available, if desired.
Three r econstruct ion met hods were tested: (1) standa rd, (2) extreme
va lue and (3) iterative. We de f i ne Pi (x,y) a s the i t h image
backprojec ted to the selec ted z plane and T(x,y) a s the reconstructed
ima ge . The s tandard method uses a st r a i ght average o f the N
backprojected images:
1
N
~ Pi ( x,y)
T (x,y)
(3)
c....
N
i =l
The extreme value method o f Haaker [1 ] selects the value from the N
backprojec ted ima ges with minimum value, i.e . ,
N

T(x,y) =MIN (Pi(x,y))
i=1

(4)

This is particularly useful in separating high contrast features
from the background in negative video images. However, since only one
value is selec t e d from the N projections, t he SNR is degraded somewhat .
To imp r ove the SNR of the recons t ruction, Kruger [2] modified t he
extreme va lue method and developed the iterative method. The superscript
r e f e rs to the iteration number where an iteration of 0 is the same as the
standard met hod a nd an inf inite number of iterations is the same as the
extreme value me thod.
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In programming the iterative method, a compromise between space and
speed resulted in a limit of 8 projection images for the iterative method
for this paper. Typical reconstruction times for a 512 x 512 output
image reconstructed from 8 projection images are 4 minutes for the
standard and extreme methods and 11 and 14 minutes for 2 and 4 iterations
respectively. The reconstruction times increase with more projection
images.
For both extreme value and iterative reconstructions, care must be
taken to properly normalize the projection images. Since the minimum
value of the individual images is enhanced, it is important that the
background pixel level be the same in all projections. The images in
this paper were all taken of rectangular objects. As the angle differs
from 0 degrees, the path length through the material increases, lowering
the transmitted x-ray flux and thus increasing the measured pixel value
(invers e video) . For low contrast features, the change in intensit y due
t o this effec t can be greater than that due to the features. In this
worst case, extreme value reconstruction would always select values from
the 0 degree backprojection because the overall pixel values are lower
for this image. To correct this tendency, the projection images were
normaiized using a linear look up table so that the mean value of the
background signal in each normalized images is equal to the average mean
val ue of the background signals in the original projection images. For
the objects of arbitrary shape, a more general normalization scheme would
need to be developed.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Projection data were acquired using two phantoms: one to test depth
s e paration and one to test the sensitivity of the reconstruction met hods.
The results of the se tests will be discussed i n the next two subsections.
Depth Separation
The depth separation phantom is shown schematically in Fig. 2a. It
is composed of 5 layers mounted on 1/4" lucite plates . The plates are
fas tened together with nylon threaded rod and are separated by 1/32"
nylon washers. The features are made from 0.03" Al wire i n straight
lines and shaped into representations of the letters A, B, C, D, and E on
adjacent layers, 1/32" nylon washers, and a razor blade located on t he
= +/-40, +/-35,
"C" layer . Eleven projection image s were acquired for
+/-28, +/-20, +/-10 and 0 degrees. All images were acquired with a
source to screen distance of 1400 mm, geometric magnification of 1 . 2, xray source parameters of 70 kV and 2mA, and 256 frames (8 . 5 sec) of
integration. Figure 2b is the 0 degree radiographic projec tion image of
the phantom.

e

All 11 images were used for the standard and extreme value
reconstruc tions . A subset of 8 images was selected for the iterative
method wit he - -40, -28, -20, 0, 10, 20, 35, and 40 degrees. Fi gure 3
shows reconstructions of the "C" layer for all three methods. The
improvement in depth separat ion of the extreme value and iterative
methods over the standard method can be clearly seen. Fi gure 4 shows
reconstructions of the 5 separate layers using the extreme va lue method.
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(a) Layout of depth separation phantom. The lines indicate Al
wire, the rings are nylon washers placed on 1/4" lucite plate.
(b)
The plates are fastened together with nylon rod.
Projection radiograph of phatom acquired ate= 0 degrees.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The sensitivity phantom is shown schematically in Fig . Sa. It is
composed of a 1" thick plate of A1 with features on the front and back
surfaces. On the front is a 0.005" tungsten shim, a 4% ASTM penetrameter
and a 1/32" A1 shim. On the back is the letter M shaped o ut of solder
and a 3% ASTM penetrameter. Fifteen projection images were acquired for
= +/-40, +/-35, +/-28, +/-20, +/15, +/-10, +/-5, and 0 degrees. All
images were acquired with a source to screen distance of 1400 mm,
geometric magnification of 1.2, x-ray source parameters of 160 kV and
3mA, and 256 frames (8.5 sec) of integration. Figure Sb is the 0 degree
projection image of the phantom.
A subset of 8 images was selected for the iterative method with 9 =
-40, -28, -10, 0, 5, 10, 28, and 40 degrees. Figure 6 shows images of
the front and back surfaces using iterative reconstruction with 2
iterations.

a
Fig. 3

b

c

Reconstruction of phantom shown in Fig. 2 at a depth of -6.0 mm
using (a) standard method, (b) extre me value method, and (c)
iterative method wit h 2 iterations.
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Fig. 4

c

b

Extreme value reconstruction of phantom shown i n Fig. 2 at
depths of (a) -19.5 mm, (b) -12.5 mm, (c) -6.0 mm, (d) 0.5 mm,
(e) 7.5 mm.
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Fig. 5
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b

(a) La yout of sensitivity phantom. The s o lid lines indicate
features on front of 1" thick Al plate; dashed lines indicate
f e atures on back of plate.
(b) Projection radio graph of
sensitivity phantom acquired at S = 0 degrees.

To quantitatively compare the sensitivity of different reconstruction
methods and input angle sets, the SNR was measured for the 1/32" Al shim.
Since RTR images are not uniform, the shading correction method of Barker
[3] was used. A quadratic from was fitted to the region of the shim and
the background region around the shim. The two regions were
simultaneously fitted to the same function with the exception of the
constant term. The difference in the constant term is then the signal
due to the presence of the shim and the noise is the square root of the
chi-squared per degree of freedom. The SNR is plotted in Figs. 7 and 8.
Figure 7 shows the SNR as a function of reconstruction depth for
iterative reconstruction using 2 iterations with the same angle set as
Fig. 6. The shim is actually located at -12 mm and the peak in the SNR
occurs around -13 mm. We are not sure what causes the discrepancy
between best focus of the shim and best SNR of the shim. There was a
ring artefact in the camera tube, not removed using the shading
correction described above, which may have caused this discrepancy. This
will certainly be investigated further as one would expect the peak in
focus and SNR to occur at the same depth. The peak in the SNR occurred
consistently at -13 mm for standard, extreme value, and iterative
reconstruction methods and with several different angle sets.
Figure 8 shows the effect of different reconstruction methods,
number of projection images and angular range on the SNR at a depth of 12 mm. Figure 8a shows the effect of reconstruction type on the same
angle set used in Fig. 6. The standard method yields the highest SNR,
with the SNR decreasing with the number of iterations and being the
lowest for the extreme value method. The SNR of the 1/32" shim of the 0
degree projection image was 2.5. Figure 8b shows the effect of the
number of i mages and angular range on the SNR. The angle sets used were
(from left to right), (1) all images, (2) same as Fig. 7, (3) e= -20,
15, -10, -5, 0, 10, 15,and 20 degrees, (4) same as (1), and (5) same as
(2). For the standard method, the SNR increases with the number of
images for a fixed angular range and with increased angular range for a
fixed number of images. The extreme value method indicates that the SNR
actually decreased in going from 8 to 15 images with the same angular
range. We investigated further and found the SNR to increase as the
number of projections was increased from 4 to 8 and then to decrease as
the number of projections was increased to 15. However, the variation in
SNR for these different number of projections is less than 10% and is
probably due to a systematic effect.
If the results were solely governed
by Poisson statistics, the SNR would increase as a function of the number
images.

a
Fig. 6

b

Iterative reconstruction with 2 iterations of phantom shown in
Fig. 5 at a depth of (a) -12.0 mm (front of plate) a nd (b) 14.5
mm (back of plate .)
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Signal-to-noise ratio of 1/32" A1 shim in reconstructed images
at depth of -12.0 mm for (a) different reconstruction methods
and (b) different angle ranges and number of projection images.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that good laminographic reconstructions can be
obtained from real-time radiographic images. This capability can be
added to existing RTR systems with the addition of simple software.
Three reconstruction techniques have been presented. The standard method
yields the best signal-to-noise but the worst depth separation; the
extreme value method yields the best depth separation with a slight
decrease in signal-to-noise; and the iterative method is a compromise
between the two. Both the extreme value and iterative methods require
care in properly normalizing the projection images.
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